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Waikato designer
takes out three
architecture awards
Waikato Architectural Designers
competed last night (20 June 2015)
to take out regional titles at the
2015 ADNZ | Resene Architectural
Design Awards, with only one very
talented designer walking away
with the prestigious honour.
Held annually, these eminent
awards celebrate the most
innovative, creative and aesthetic
architectural designs in the
country. Presented to architects
and architectural designers in both
residential and commercial sectors,
the awards identify stand-out
designs categorised as new homes,
interiors, alterations and additions
and industrial design.
This year three regional awards
were given to one winning Waikato
designer - Aaron Guerin of LAD
Architecture for his work on three
different projects.

Architectural Designers New
Zealand CEO, Astrid Andersen, said
Aaron Guerin had proved himself
as a stand-out designer amongst
compelling competition.
"Last year a designer from the
Waikato took out the Supreme title
at the national awards and so we
always expect a great deal from
this talented region.To have one
individual designer win on three
separate occasions for three very
different designs is a testament
to Aaron Guerin's strong work
ethic and his reputation in this
competitive industry - well done
Aaron."
The winners of regional awards,
which are currently being awarded
across the country, are now eligible
for national titles including the
Supreme Design Award.
The national awards will be
announced on 30 October 2015.
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Bond Home
by Aaron Guerin of
LAD Architecture
Location: Cambridge
Award: Resene Colour
in Design Award and a
Commended award for
a Residential New Home
Between 150m2 and 300m2.
Description: This home
was created for a young,
high achieving couple on a
difficult site in Cambridge.
Their brief was to create a
contemporary and easy care

home that captured and
maximized the beautiful views
to the north and south of the
property. The small sloping
site of approximately 470m2
posed many challenges and
restrictions which required
some creative and innovative
design solutions.
Judge's comments: Striking
shades of grey are in good
company with a bold,
double sided red feature
door. Compelling spatial
relationships and connections
are established vertically and
horizontally, inside and out.
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Cambridge
Medical Centre
by Aaron Guerin of
LAD Architecture
Location: Cambridge
Award: Commercial / Industrial
Architectural Design Award
Description: The brief was to
transform a tired and dated 1970's
medical centre into a crisp and
contemporary building, with the
use of low maintenance materials
and clean lines. The staging of
this project was given careful
consideration and completed
in three stages over 12 months.
Of paramount importance was
minimising disruption to patients
and healthcare professionals, while
maintaining public safety.
Judges'comments: The building
has been rejuvenated through a
complete reanalysis of its functions.
Its formal modulation positions it
more successfully in its domestic
context.
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Gardner Home
by Aaron Guerin of
LAD Architecture
Location: Cambridge
Award: Residential
Alterations and Additions
Architectural Design Award
Description: A small,
rundown historical
Cambridge villa was crying
out for restoration. The brief
called for the villa to be
renovated in a way that was
sympathetic to the original
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home's character while
injecting all the luxuries
of modern day living. The
villa and its site posed
numerous challenges such
as relocating the original
home and a protected tree
on site.
Judges' comments: The
designer has maintained
the integrity and
consistency of the existing
building to greatly enhance
it as a home. The alterations
reinvigorate its relationship
to the site.
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